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Assistant Cook/Relief Host 
 

Overview 
Diamond Arrow is in need of an assistant cook to support, as well as relieve, our head cook 

during our busy season from May through October. In order to create a full-time seasonal 

position, the person in the assistant cook position will also act as a relief host to give our full 

time host days off. Come join the Diamond Arrow team and assist us in providing a premiere 

camping and conference experience for Christian groups of all ages! 

 

Expectations 
The assistant cook is not only a support to the head cook, but will also be expected to prepare 

and serve certain meals in a leadership position to give the head cook time off. Basic duties 

include preparing food, overseeing youth staff, working closely with the head cook, and keeping 

the kitchen clean and organized. 

 

The relief host is the liaison between the guest group and the Diamond Arrow staff and helps 

things run smoothly for the group. Basic duties include checking in with group leaders on a 

regular basis and attending to their needs as well as helping lead turnover (cleaning used 

facilities) after the group leaves. Tasks may include scrubbing, sweeping, mopping, and 

vacuuming. 

 

The person in this position should expect to work a minimum of 40 hours per week. When 

guests are on site hours are based on the groups’ needs. 

 

Requirements 
Must have excellent people skills, be able to lead and encourage a crew of young people, and 

be a meticulous cleaner. Must be efficient and be able to work well as a team member. Must 

have basic knowledge of food preparation and safety and a food handler certification (can be 

obtained through Diamond Arrow). Must be able to lift 50 pounds and work in cool, warm, and 

hot conditions. Must be 21 years of age. 

 

Compensation 
Diamond Arrow’s compensation package includes a base salary of $400 per week paid on the 

1st and 15th of each month in equal installments, lodging (including phone, trash, and utilities), 

and meals when food service is provided to the group. This seasonal position beings May 9th 

and ends October 14th.  

 

Applications are currently being accepted and will be received until the position is filled. 


